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About This Content

Get to know a bus from the 1960s that was built for the USSR states – discover the new Add-on Coachbus 250 now.

The Ikarus 250 is a coach built from the late 1960s until the late 1990s, making it the first bus from the 200 series.

The bus features a manual 6 speed transmission. Its engine is mounted in the rear and drives the rear axle using a single disk dry
clutch. When empty, the coach weighs in at 10.7 t and its permissible total weight is 16 t.

Depending on the country that operates it this Russian coach is built with a different engine, making it perfectly suited to local
requirements. This add-on also features a total of 22 different variations of the Ikarus 250, representing numerous versions built

over 5 years.

Included buses:

Ikarus 250.59 / 1984

Ikarus 250.59 / 1984 low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1986 lux

Ikarus 250.59 / 1986 lux low
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Ikarus 250.59 / 1986 Standart

Ikarus 250.59 / 1986 Standart low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1987 lux

Ikarus 250.59 / 1987 lux low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1987 lux1

Ikarus 250.59 / 1987 lux1 low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1987 Standart

Ikarus 250.59 / 1987 Standart low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1988 lux

Ikarus 250.59 / 1988 lux low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1988 lux1

Ikarus 250.59 / 1988 lux1 low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1988 Standart

Ikarus 250.59 / 1988 Standart low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1990 lux

Ikarus 250.59 / 1990 lux low

Ikarus 250.59 / 1990 Standart

Ikarus 250.59 / 1990 Standart low
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-On Coachbus 250
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Long Vehicle’s Team
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,German
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No.. just.. No.

don't waste your money to this game. I regret spending $20 to get it for me and my friends >8I. A short and fun indie game.
It's mainly just a bunch of physics puzzles.. OMG SO GOOD HAVE BEATEN 67 TIMES NOW!!11!!!!!!!1! 23456787654/10
GOIOOD GAME!!!!?!?!!!. INITIAL THOUGHTS* Recieving a key today but purchesed also for multiplayer when released
-------------------
Positive -
1. Visually stunning
2. Smooth gameplay in general
3. Potential to be a very good survival game/experince when finished
4. Good community that seems to listen to people and their ideas/tips/help (currently small)
-------------------
Negative -
1. The game is lacking quite a few features at the current state its in
2. The animations are a bit off for some thing i.e animals, cutting trees, picking up item
3. Price is too high in its current state (should be around £10-$10)
-------------------
YouTube link (videos up in the next few days) - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzVWc9YMPBgnCfqv7llEJig. I've played
many point and click games over the years but TSIOQUE takes the cake, it's up there in my top favorites with it's beautiful
design and wonderful presentation, the game is so well designed it's easy to become immersed into it and play for hours. One
shinning aspect of the game is the various puzzle mechanics, there's so many unique puzzles and creative ways to progress in the
game, it's truly impressive and yet again pumps up my trust and respect for OhNoo Studio.

Full Review Here:
http://igdsunshinemag.com/tsioque-indie-game-review/. Still a bloody good game!.
Story (10% of total rating): [+++++-----]

Sound (15%): [+++++++---]

Graphics (15%): [++++++----]

Presentation (25%): [+++++++---]

Gameplay (35%): [+++++++++-]
--------------------------------------------
Replayability: [MEDIUM TO HIGH]
- There are lots of reasons to replay most of the levels: Collecting all apples/bananas, completing the trophy times, go for the
speedrun rankings of each level, play the enhanced "New Game Plus"-levels, boss rush mode, speedrun mode, you decide. Or
just play the levels again with another slime character, there are like ten to choose from which all play slightly different.

New or rare game mechanics: [YES]
- Slime-sans "morph" ability allows to slow down time and to go through green coloured obstacles.

Personal opinion: [As I've never played anything similar like "Super Meat Boy", I can't compare it well. Overall it was
way more fun than expected. Trying to complete everything 100% is just perfect for a game like this and really
enjoyable to do so. As you can choose between many playing styles (which you have to unlock first, I'd go for Kawai-
san first) everyone should find at least one style most fitting to them. Also, aesthetic wise the low res pixelart looks
wonderful to look at.]

Price: [GOOD]
- 15€/$ for a lot of challenges and content which has been increased recently through free DLCs.
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Game length: [10-50 hours]
- Ten to complete the 100 main levels, 50 if you want to finish everything.

Bugs and/or crashes: [NO]
- However. Certain levels (at New Game Plus modes) where you have to rely on the bird are downright impossible with some
characters. When you touch the bird's feather, some sorts of slime fly so high that they touch deadöy blocks without any means
to avoid that.

Recommendation: [YES]
--------------------------------------------
Final rating: 74/100. A "choose your own adventure" game, but exponentially improved by the writing of Ryan North. If you
like over the top and or absurd humour this is a must have. It also has a great replayability due to the fact that there is no
winning state per se, but loads of interesting and funny forks which lead to also interesting and funny endings.

The collection of different art pieces for every ending is a nice touch, too.
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Quick: Base level of design, maps are cluttered unnecessarily, even with some scenery floating. Gameplay is about 20 minutes
for a single play through. Not much programming put into AI which just moves forward and doesn't miss any shots. Cant think
of a single pro for this game. The usual shovelware we have come to expect, just move along people nothing to see here.

Full: https:\/\/youtu.be\/mz1egMAg8nQ. Played the demo and bought it right away..

..Then I spent the whole night playing it.

VR needs more full games like this. 9\/10!. Likewise, so many games express a desire to give you something to do at all times,
but Rescue your Chcikens rewards you in small but meaningful ways for simply taking part in an average moment. When
immersed in the world after time spent exploring and battling enemies, "empty" scenes are markedly tranquil. So much effort is
put into making you feel like a piece of a larger-than-life world, one that, like our own, is beyond total comprehension, that a
simple scene like cresting a grassy hill to catch the sunrise just as a flock of herons takes flight is enough to make you take
pause and appreciate the gravity and beauty of the world around you. And rather than fill your ears with complex orchestration,
Rescue your Chickens most poignant moments are smartly accentuated with a few well-timed piano plinks.

Even when nature is trying to kill you in Rescue your Chickens, there are moments that make you appreciative of being able to
take part in it at all. Link is an incredibly capable explorer and will climb almost anything you put in front of him. But when you
find yourself slipping down a cliff during rainfall, you may need to take shelter on a nearby outcropping and wait out the rain.
Too wet to start a fire and pass the time automatically, you have no choice but to reflect on the world around you. In a
meditative moment, looking out on the vast and wild farm, objectives fade as the memories of where you've been and dreams of
what lays next enter your mind.

It's a romantic take, but one that holds true if you open yourself up to it. Mihai Morosanu's beautiful and challenging
masterpiece deserves more words than we can commit to it here. Like the most meaningful and landmark games of the past,
Rescue your Chickens is a game that will be discussed and analyzed for years to come. Everyone agrees that 2017 was an
amazing year for games, but none other than Rescue your Chickens can be considered a milestone for the medium at large..
Multiplayer's death. After reading reviews and watching a couple of short let's plays I had high hopes for this game. The
premise is really interesting and I thought could really do something.

For such a small game, the graphics were impressive, the sound/music (though others have complained) were also fine. The
controls took a little bit to get used to but were pretty easy to figure out. All in all it was a decent little demo.

And that's all it was. It felt like an unfinished demo. You're dropped into a world that's not very well explained. I personally got
frustrated at several points and had to push myself because of my initial curiosity of the game. The text logs were okay to read
but once again the story felt like there should be so much there... like so very much more.

There's definitely a nugget of greatness in there, but only if the game itself were expanded and developed. But sold as it is, I
would not recommend anyone to buy it.. It's simple, but it's fun.
Sorting, actually, takes some skill, as you gotta be real quick when it comes to chopping fruits (one of the mechanics in the
game).
Could have some achievements for fun.
Really love that it is segmented with levels.
Totally recommend for its price.. Black tangrams that overlap to create white space.

Pretty straightforward in concept. Arrange the provided shapes in such a way that your result matches the target shape. Your
workspace includes a dotted grid so you can have a sense of scale.

Some minor visual gripes:

Over time, the frequently "used" background dots seem to wear away.

Sometimes the overlaps appear to be slightly off and you see trace outlines of what should be invisible.
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Neither of these is game-breaking, as they don't prevent correct solutions from registering, and there's sort of a snap-to-grid
function at a very fine scale.

Larger gripe: The game doesn't let you know that you've solved the final puzzle (although it does properly award the
achievement). Even with a correct solution, there is no congratulation, no roll-credits, no jump menu back to beginning. It just
stays on puzzle 66 and you think you got something wrong. I retried 3 or 4 times before I realized I had already been given the
achievement.

I tore through this game in a sitting, and if you're a fan of this type of geometric puzzle, you'll probably tear through it quickly
as well. I hope that this game will either see the addition of more puzzles or a more substantial sequel.

Parallelogram / 10. Zany FUN! easy to learn hard to master. its team based strategy shooter. its like playing starcraft as a
marine! awesome game with great classes. each class is special in its own way and fun to play and experiment with different
upgrades and perks.. I was sold on the concept alone: big robot arm buddy. I didn't know I'd be in for some tough-as-nails
platforming. Still, I'm 3\/4 of the way through and can highly recommend this to anyone looking for a challenge with equal parts
puzzle and reflexes, precision and action.
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